RADIONET3
WORKSHOP “RN3 OUTREACH: FINAL MEETING”

DATE

15 October 2015

PLACE

Meeting
at
Onsala
Space
Observatory, Onsala, Sweden

PARTICIPANTS

Francisco Colomer, Robert Cumming, Daria Dall'Olio, Mariana
David, Fabrice Herpin (T), Norbert Junkes (T), Emmanuel
Laisné (T), Ivan Martí-Vidal, Maryam Saberi, Naomi Smith,
Aukelien van den Poll, Stefania Varano (minutes).

WEBPAGE

https://indico.mpifrbonn.mpg.de/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=106

VERSION

23.11.2015
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ACTION ITEMS:
ITEM

SUBJECT

PERSON

DATE

A1.

Delivering the translation of the UNAWE
booklet

S. Varano
R. Cumming
I. Shmeld

December 15, 2015

A2.

Creating a webpage including the comic novel
and, the mapview and the booklet translations

A. van den Poll

December 15, 2015

AGENDA:
08.00 – 09.00
Campus)
09.30 – 09.45

Trip from Gothenburg to Onsala (meeting point: Chalmers University

Welcome and planning
(John Conway, Director of the National Facility Onsala Space Observatory and
Robert Cumming)
09.45 – 11.00 Recap and evaluation
Work done and criticisms - Discussion
11.00 – 11.30 Coffee and Chats
11.30 – 11.50 POE at Yebes (F. Colomer)
11.50 – 12.10 POE at Onsala (R. Cumming)
12.10 – 12.30 POE at Medicina (S. Varano)
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch and chats
13.30 – 14.30 Visit to Onsala Space Observatory
14.30 – 17.30 Visit to Grimeton Radiostation
17:30 – 18:30 Return to Gothenburg

MINUTES:
1.

Report on “Recap and evaluation” session.
The discussion started up with the presentation of the achieved results: the web site, the
translation of the booklet “The Invisible Universe” and the comic novel “Eagle View Network”.
First of all, it was pointed out that the best result of this Task has been the creation of a network
that has been able to work together for the production of some tangible results. The work still
needed for the completion of the Task has been pointed out and two last Action Items have been
defined.

 See Action Item A1: Delivering the translation of the UNAWE booklet
 See Action Item A2: Creating a webpage including the comic novel and, the map view
and the booklet translations
Some of the criticism of the work done were also pointed out, such as the difficulty of working for
this task (sometimes demanding, as in the case of the novel production) beside their normal
duties. This is the reason why the RadioNet4 “Outreach NA proposal” had some FTE request
included.
Unfortunately such proposal has not been accepted, therefore also the discussion about the future
was slightly redirected in respect to the first proposed agenda of this meeting.
What should have been a “Future” session was instead included in this recap overview. The
opportunity of keeping the group working together was discussed, with the aim of perhaps work
again together either for the cooperation with other NAs within RadioNet4, if requested, or the
preparation of dedicated proposal within H2020 at large.
The opportunity of keeping in touch with other organization, such as IAU (about the UNAWE
activities and the SKA organization was considered worthwhile.
2. Report on the afternoon session
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Some of the Public Outreach and Education activities at Yebes (F. Colomer), Onsala (R.Cumming)
and Medicina (S. Varano) were presented, also with reference to the people involved in local
organization of the activities and the contact with other local partners.
Naomi Smith presented the opportunity for the RadioNet3 Outreach working group to take part to
the outreach activities celebrating Manchester “European City of Science” in 2016. In particular,
we are all invited to participate to the Weekend Music Festival at Jodrell Bank (21-24 July) and/or
provide live links to somewhere as part of this.
The group should provide feedback on this soon, directly contacting Naomi at Jodrell.
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